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We consider the elementary radiative-correction terms in loop quantum gravity. These are a two-
vertex “elementary bubble” and a five-vertex “ball”; they correspond to the one-loop self-energy
and the one-loop vertex correction of ordinary quantum field theory. We compute their naive degree
of (infrared) divergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in the spinfoam research program [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have provided a novel and manageable per-
turbative definition of the dynamics of loop quantum gravity [6, 7]. The theory is first cut-off by choosing a 4d
triangulation ∆N of spacetime, formed by N 4-simplices; then the continuous theory can be defined by the N → ∞
limit of the expectation values.1 At fixed N , the partition function of the theory is given by a sum over spins and
intertwiners, which can be interpreted as a version of the Misner-Hawking “sum over geometries” [9], regulated by
replacing continuous geometries with Regge geometries [10] on ∆N . This sum may contain divergent terms. Here we
study these terms. For previous studies of divergences in spinfoam models see [11, 12, 13, 14].
We consider the version of the formalism defined in [5], which coincides with the one discussed in [3] when the
Immirzi parameter γ ∈ IR+ satisfies γ < 1. The theory is defined by the partition function
Z =
∑
jf ,ie
∏
f
d(jf )
∏
v
Av(jf , ie). (1)
The sum is over SU(2) irreducible representations jf associated to the triangles f of ∆N and SU(2) intertwiners ie
associated to tetrahedra e of ∆N . d(j) is a face amplitude and the vertex amplitude is given by
Av(jf , ie) ≡ λ
∑
i+e ,i
−
e
15jN
(
j+f , i
+
e
)
15jN
(
j−f , i
−
e
)∏
e
f ie
i+e ,i
−
e
, (2)
where j± ≡ |1±γ|2 j; 15jN denotes the contraction of five normalized 4-valent intertwiners according to the pattern of
a 4-simplex (see (A19)), and f ii+,i− are the fusion coefficients [1], discussed in detail below. The arguments of Av are
the ten spin and the five intertwiners (labeled by virtual spins in a coupling channel) adjacent to the vertex v. We
have inserted a dimensionless coupling constant λ. This vertex amplitude is derived in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] from the action
of GR; see these references for details. On the semiclassical behavior of the sum (1), see [15].
Transition amplitudes can be constructed by picking a triangulation ∆N with a boundary ∂∆N , and fixing spins
and edges on the boundary in (1):
W (jl, in) =
∑
jf ,ie
∏
f
d(jf )
∏
v
A(jf , ie), (3)
where jl are the spins of the boundary faces (or “links”) and in are the intertwiners of the boundary tetrahedra (or
“nodes”). (The expressions “links” and “nodes” refer to the graph Γ defined by the 1-skeleton of the cellular complex
dual to ∂∆N .) We are interested in the potential divergences of the sums (3).
As explained in the next Section, the structure of such divergences bear some similarities (but also some differences)
with that of the divergences in Feynman diagrams. There, divergences come from momentum integrals associated to
∗ Unite´ mixte de recherche (UMR 6207) du CNRS et des Universite´s de Provence (Aix-Marseille I), de la Me´diterrane´e (Aix-Marseille II)
et du Sud (Toulon-Var); laboratoire affilie´ a` la FRUMAM (FR 2291).
1 This is similar to the well-known nonperturbative definition of QCD via a lattice [8], but with the difference that because of general
covariance the lattice spacing does not affect physical expectation values.
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2internal loops. Here, divergences turn out to be associated to bubbles in the triangulation. A bubble is a collection
of faces in the 2-skeleton of the cellular complex dual to ∆N , forming a closed 2-surface. As a first step towards the
characterization of all divergences, we study here the most elementary of such bubbles, and the potential divergences
they give rise to. In particular, we focus on two elementary graphs: the self-energy (or “elementary bubble”), and
the vertex divergence (or “elementary ball”). As in QFT, these can be viewed as divergences on particularly simple
triangulations with boundaries (a ∆2 and a ∆5), or as divergences arising in sub-triangulations in larger triangulations.
It is shown in [16] that any spinfoam model can be expressed as a Feynman amplitude of a group field theory [17].
If we view (3) as determined by the Feynman expansion of a group field theory, these graphs correspond precisely
to the self-energy correction to the propagator and the first radiative correction of the vertex, from which, in several
QFT’s, all other divergences depend.
Our results are summarized below, in Section V. We find that the naive degree of divergence depends crucially on
the details of the normalization of the fusion coefficients mentioned above, and the faces amplitude. It is therefore
important to gain a better control over these quantities, which are not clearly fixed in the literature. For an appropriate
and natural choice of the normalization of the fusion coefficients, both diagrams are finite.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Bubbles
At fixed spins jf , the sum over the intertwiners ie in (3) is always over a finite number of terms. Therefore
divergences can only arise from jf → ∞. The spins jf are constrained by the Clebsch-Gordan inequalities at each
edge, because when these relations are not satisfied the vertex amplitude vanishes. This fact determines the structure
of the possible divergences [11, 12].
A well-known way of resolving the Clebsch-Gordan inequalities, indeed, is to change variables as follows. Replace a
face with spin jf by 2jf overlapping sheets. At a given edge e, the Clebsch-Gordan conditions are satisfied if and only
if there is a way of pairing all individual sheets coming from the four faces that join at the edge, in such a way that
each sheet is paired with one and only one sheet of a different face. The pairing joins individual sheets across faces,
forming surfaces that wrap over the 2-skeleton of the triangulation. Such surfaces can be of two kinds: either they
meet the boundary, or they are closed. Call the closed surfaces “bubbles”. Suppose we want to increase the spins jf
to infinity (keeping the boundary spins jl fixed). Then we have to add more and more of such surfaces. However,
we cannot add surfaces that meet the boundary, because this would increase jl. Therefore the only possibility is to
increase the number of surfaces of the closed kind, or “bubbles” [11, 12].
The situation is thus similar to that in conventional QFT, where momentum conservation at QFT vertices implies
that divergences are necessarily associated with closed lines on the Feynman graph, or “loops”. Here Clebsch-Gordan
inequalities at each edge imply that divergences are necessarily associated with “bubbles”.
B. Normalizations
The convergence properties of (1) depend on both face and vertex amplitudes. The recent developments in the
spinfoam dynamics have resulted in a vertex amplitude that, at least for γ < 1, is unique up to normalization; while
the face amplitudes are not fully fixed yet. At the present stage of investigation, it is therefore useful to study the
convergence properties of a family of models like (1), which differ by the face amplitudes and the normalization of
the vertex.
The face amplitude d(j) in (1) was taken in [5] to be the dimension of the SO(4) representation determined (via
the Plebanski constraints) by the SU(2) representation j
d(j) = dSO(4)(j) ≡ (2j−+ 1)(2j++ 1) = (|1− γ|j + 1) ((1 + γ)j + 1) (4)
on the basis of an analogy with BF theory. However, this part of the definition of the theory is the most uncertain.
A natural alternative is to chose the dimension of the representation j itself
d(j) = dSU(2)(j) ≡ (2j + 1) . (5)
To keep the issue open, we consider here a generic dependence such that
d(j) ∼ jk (6)
3when j →∞. The two cases considered above correspond to k = 2 and k = 1, respectively.
The fusion coefficients entering (2) are covariant maps from the SO(4) intertwiner space to the SO(4) intertwiner
space. They were defined in [1] as
f ii+i−(ja) = 〈i+i−|f |i〉 = iabcd Ca
+a−
a C
b+b−
b C
c+c−
c C
d+d−
d i
+
a+b+c+d+ i
−
a−b−c−d− . (7)
where iabcd are normalized 4-valent intertwiners and Ca
+a−
a = 〈j+1 j−1 , a+a−|j1a〉 are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. See
Appendix A for precise definitions. (The group integral appearing in the definition in [1] is not needed once we project
on the SO(4) invariant subspace spanned by the |i+i−〉 intertwiners.) It is not clear to us what are the conditions
that fix the normalization of the fusion coefficients defined in [1]. In particular, there is a more natural alternative
given by
f˜ ii+i−(ja) = 〈i+i−|f |i〉 = iabcd ia
+a−
a i
b+b−
b i
c+c−
c i
d+d−
d i
+
a+b+c+d+ i
−
a−b−c−d− (8)
where ibca are normalized trivalent intertwiners (see Appendix); these fusion coefficients are related to the above ones
by
f ii+i−(ja) =
√ ∏
a=1...4
(2ja + 1) f˜ ii+i−(ja). (9)
This uncertainty in the normalizations is similar to the one in old spinfoam models: see [11, 12, 13, 14] and [6].
III. THE ELEMENTARY BUBBLE
Consider a triangulation ∆2 formed by two 4-simplices joined along four of their boundary tetrahedra. Its dual
complex is illustrated in Figure 1. The boundary triangulation ∂∆2 if formed by two tetrahedra, joined by all their
triangles. The boundary graph is therefore formed by two nodes joined by four links. Denote iu, id the intertwiners
on the nodes and ja, where a = 1, ..., 4, the spins of the four links (see Figure 1). These are the boundary variables.
The internal variables are the four intertwiners ia on the four internal tetrahedra, and the six spins jab on the six
internal triangles (see Figure 2). The amplitude is
W (ja, iu, id) = λ2
∑
jab,ia
∏
a
d(ja)
∏
ab
d(jab) Av(ja, jab, ia, iu) Av(ja, jab, ia, id). (10)
We take λ = 1 for simplicity in what follows. To study if this amplitude diverges, it is convenient to set all external
spins ja to zero. (This is analogous to the analysis of the vertex divergences in, say, λφ4 QFT performed by setting
the four external momenta to zero.) In this case, iu = id = 0, where “0” indicates the trivial intertwiners between
trivial representations, and we have
W2 ≡W (0, 0, 0) =
∑
jab,ia
∏
ab
d(jab) A2v(0, jab, ia, 0). (11)
FIG. 1: The self-energy spinfoam. Left: boundary variables. Right: internal variables (only one of the six internal faces is
highlighted).
4FIG. 2: The self-energy bubble. Left: the six faces. Right: equatorial section.
A. Simple example: SU(2) BF
Before performing the computation for the gravity case, let us start with the simpler calculation for a (topological)
four-dimensional SU(2) BF theory. In this case,
d(j) = (2j + 1)k (12)
where the topological theory is obtained for k = 1; and
Av(jnn′ , in) = 15jN (jnn′ , in) . (13)
When we set four spins sharing the same node to zero the intertwiners are all trivial, and the normalized 15jN reduces
to the 6j symbol for the remaining six spins (see the Appendix.) Thus (11) becomes
W2 =
∑
jab
∏
ab
(2jab + 1)k (6j (jab))
2 (14)
To estimate the degree of divergence of the above quantity we look at the large spin behaviour of the summand. Using
the Ponzano-Regge asymptotic expression for the 6-j symbol [18]
6j ∼ 1√
V
(
eiS + e−iS
)
, (15)
we have
(6j)2 ∼ 1
V
(
2 + e2iS + e−2iS
) ∼ 1
V
. (16)
Here V is the volume of a tetrahedron that has the jab as lengths. If jab ∼ j → ∞, then V ∼ j3 and (6j)2 ∼ j−3.
Combining with the measure factor gives
W2 ∼
∑
jab
j6k−3. (17)
The naive degree of divergence is given by the power of the summand plus the number of sums. The Clebsch-Gordan
conditions do not change this, because the volume of the region of jab < Λ satisfying these relations still grows like
Λ6. Hence
DBF = 6 + 6k − 3. (18)
The graph converges only if k < − 12 . For the conventional k = 1 it diverges as Λ9, with Λ an infrared cut off.
For k = 1, an alternative way to obtain the same estimate is the following. The expression (14) is precisely the
Ponzano-Regge partition function of a triangulation formed by two tetrahedra glued by all their faces, and it is
equivalent to
W2 =
∫
dUa
∏
ab
δ(UaU−1b ). (19)
Integrating out the delta functions explicitly one by one, leaves
W2 = (δ(1))3. (20)
Using the Plancherel expansion of the δ function (see (A13) in the Appendix) this becomes
W2 =
(∑
j
(2j + 1) tr[R(j)(1)]
)3
=
(∑
j
(2j + 1)2
)3
(21)
which indeed diverges as Λ9, confirming the result above. We now return to gravity.
5B. Gravity
Inserting the gravitational vertex amplitude (2) into equation (10) gives
W2 =
∑
jab,ia
∏
ab
d(jab)
∑
i+n ,i
−
n
15jN
(
0, 1+γ2 jab, i
+
n
)
15jN
(
0, |1−γ|2 jab, i
−
n
)∏
n
f in
i+n ,i
−
n
2 . (22)
Choosing the virtual spin i in the pairing ((j1, j2), (j3, j4)) to label the intertwiners, fusion coefficients can be written
in the form [20]
f ii+i−(j1, j2, j3, j4) =
[
(2i+ 1)(2i+ + 1)(2i− + 1)
4∏
n=1
(2jn + 1)
] 1
2

j+1 i
+ j+2
j−1 i
− j−2
j1 i j2


j+3 i
+ j+4
j−3 i
− j−4
j3 i j4
 , (23)
where the matrices are Wigner 9j-symbols (other choices of pairings are equivalent as W2 does not depend on the
basis chosen.) As above, the presence of four vanishing spins fixes the intertwiners and reduces the 15jN -symbol to
the Wigner 6j-symbol. One of the fusion coefficient (the one among all trivial representations) is equal to unity. We
have then
W2 =
∑
jab,ia
∏
ab
d(jab)
(
6j ( 1+γ2 jab) 6j ( |1−γ|2 jab)
∏
a
fa
)2
(24)
where fa stands for
f1 =
√
d(j12)d(j13)d(j14)

j+12 j
+
14 j
+
13
j−12 j
−
14 j
−
13
j12 j14 j13
 (25)
and so on cyclically. We show in Appendix B that for large jab ' j, the f ’s behave like j−3/4. Together with the
scaling (16), we get
W2 ∼
∑
jab
(jk)6[(j−3/2)2(j−3/4)4]2. (26)
We see that the degree of divergence with the fusion coefficients f in (7) is
DW2 = 6 + 6k − 12. (27)
Naively, the self-energy diverges as a power for k = 2, and logarithmically for k = 1.
Next, we consider the fusion coefficients normalized as in (8). As shown in the Appendix, these scale like j−9/4.
We then get
W˜2 ∼
∑
jab
(jk)6[(j−3/2)2(j−9/4)4]2. (28)
Therefore the degree of divergence with the fusion coefficients f˜ is
DfW2 = 6 + 6k − 24, (29)
which converges for k < 3. The stronger convergence could have been anticipated from (9).
6FIG. 3: The “ball” vertex amplitude. Left: the five vertices and the ten+five edges. Right: one internal face and one external
face are shown.
IV. THE BALL
The next interesting diagram is a 4-simplex expanded with a 1-5 move. Such a graph corresponds to a triangulation
of a 3-ball with five 4-simplices, and boundary a 3-sphere triangulated with five tetrahedra. The divergence of this
graph can be associated to the vertex renormalization. In this case there are five vertices and the external data are
ten spins and five tetrahedra. Let now a, b, c = 1, . . . , 5. To each couple a < b is associated an internal intertwiner
(tetrahedron); to each triple a < b < c is associated an internal face (triangle shared by the three tetrahedra (ab),
(bc) and (ac)). Putting the external spins and intertwiners to zero, the spinfoam amplitude is
W5 = λ5
∑
jabciab
∏
a<b<c
d(jabc)Av(0, j1ab, i1a, 0) . . . Av(0, jab5, ia5, 0), (30)
where we have momentarily reinserted λ for clarity. As before, it reduces to an expression with 6j and 9j-symbols,
and the intertwiners are evaluated at fixed values:
W5 =
∑
jabc
∏
a<b<c
d(jabc) 6j ( 1+γ2 j1ab) 6j ( |1−γ|2 j1ab) . . . 6j ( 1+γ2 jab5) 6j ( |1−γ|2 jab5)
∏
a
f1a . . .
∏
a
fa5. (31)
Thus
W5 ∼
∑
jabc
j10k[(j−3/2)2(j−3/4)4]5, (32)
and the degree of divergence is
DW5 = 10 + 10k − 30. (33)
The amplitude (31) converges for k = 1 and diverges logarithmically for k = 2. With the f˜ fusion coefficients
W˜5 ∼
∑
jabc
j10k[(j−3/2)2(j−9/4)4]5 (34)
and the degree of divergence is
DfW5 = 10 + 10k − 60. (35)
This converges for k < 5.
7V. RESULTS
We have computed the naive degree of divergence of the first two interesting diagrams in loop quantum gravity,
self-energy and vertex, for different choices of normalizations and face amplitude. With the fusion coefficients f
defined in (7), the self-energy converges (naively) for k < 1 and the vertex converges (naively) for k < 2. Therefore
with the SO(4) measure factor (4) the self-energy diverges as a power and the vertex diverges logarithmically, similar
to what happens in QED. With the SU(2) measure factor (5) the self-energy diverges logarithmically while the vertex
is finite. With the fusion coefficients f˜ defined in (8), there are no divergences for k < 3, therefore the two terms are
finite with either of the two face amplitudes considered. These results are summarized in Table 1.
Fusion coefficients Face amplitude Self-energy Vertex
f SU(2)(k = 1) logarithmic finite
f SO(4)(k = 2) Λ6 logarithmic
f˜ SU(2)(k = 1) finite finite
f˜ SO(4)(k = 2) finite finite
TABLE I: Naive degree of divergence (Λ is an infrared cut off).
The degree of divergence depends strongly on the normalization of face and vertex amplitudes. It is thus crucial to
have better control over these quantities, which are not uniquely fixed in the literature.
All these divergences are in the infrared. The conventional ultraviolet divergences of gravity [19] do not appear
in the theory; they are cut-off by the discretisation of the geometry given by the discrete character of the jf spins.
The divergences that appear have a clear geometrical interpretation: they correspond to “spikes” in the Regge
triangulation, that is, very high “pyramids” that can spike out from a spacetime region bounded by a finite sphere.
We have not addressed the problem of characterizing all divergent diagrams. In particular: if the ball and the
bubble diverge, would a regularized bubble make the ball finite as well? How many are the diagrams that one needs
to regularize to make all of them finite? These issues and the implications of these results for loop quantum gravity,
will be discussed elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A: NORMALIZATIONS
The Wigner 3j symbols
im1m2m3 ≡
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
(A1)
are real trivalent intertwiners, namely invariant tensors in the tensor product Hj1 ⊗Hj2 ⊗Hj3 of three SU(2) repre-
sentations, normalized by
∑
m1m2m3
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
= 1. (A2)
They are related to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients by a normalization factor(
j1 j2 J
m1 m2 −M
)
=
(−1)j1−j2−M√
2J + 1
〈j1j2,m1m2|JM〉. (A3)
The Wigner 3j symbols as usually represented by the vertex of three lines that join.
9iabc =
a
b
c
 @
r . (A4)
Joining free ends of these lines indicates contraction with the intertwiner gab between a representation and its dual.
The 4-valent intertwiners can be written in terms of trivalent intertwiners. An orthonormal basis of 4-valent
intertwiners is given by
iabcdJ ≡
√
2J + 1
∑
mn
gmn
(
j1 j2 J
a b m
)(
J j3 j4
n c d
)
≡ √2J + 1 iabmimcd. (A5)
Orthonormality can be proven explicitly by writing
iabcdJ iKabcd =
√
2J + 1
√
2K + 1 gaa′gbb′gcc′gdd′gmngm′n′
(
j1 j2 J
a b m
)(
J j3 j4
n c d
)(
j1 j2 K
a′ b′ m′
)(
K j3 j4
n′ c′ d′
)
=
√
2J + 1
√
2K + 1 δJK
δmn δ
n
m
(2J + 1)(2K + 1)
= δJK . (A6)
The standard graphical notation for the 4-valent intertwiners indicates iabmimcd, and not the normalized intertwiners
iabcdJ =
√
2J + 1 iabmimcd, that is
iabcdj =
√
2j + 1
a
b
d
c
 
@  
@
jr r . (A7)
Since the last form an orthonormal basis on the invariant part of the product of four representation spaces, we have
∑
J
iabcdJ i
a′b′c′d′
J =
∑
J
iacbdJ i
a′c′b′d′
J (A8)
from which the recoupling theorem follows easily. In terms of these quantities, and the unitary representation matrices
of SU(2), R(j)ab(U), we have ∫
dU R(j)ab(U) R(k)cd(U) =
1
2j + 1
δjkgacgbd (A9)∫
dU R(j)ad(U) R(k)be(U) R(l)cf (U) = iabcidef (A10)∫
dU R(j)ae(U) R(k)bf (U) R(l)cg(U)R(m)dh(U) =
∑
J
iabcdJ iJefgh (A11)
(A12)
and
δ(U) =
∑
j
(2j + 1) tr[R(j)(U)] (A13)
which are the basic formulas for deriving the spinfoam representation of BF theory. Expanding the BF partition
function
Z =
∫
dUl
∏
f
δ(Uf1 ...Ufn) (A14)
in representations and using the formulas above we obtain the well known Ponzano-Regge expression
Z =
∑
jf
∏
f
(2jf + 1)
∏
v
6j(jf ) (A15)
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in the 3d case. While in the (SU(2)) 4d case we obtain
Z =
∑
jf ,ie
∏
f
(2jf + 1)
∏
v
A(jf , ie), (A16)
where the vertex amplitude is the contraction of five normalized intertwiners.
A(jf , ie) = ⊗aia. (A17)
This is not the 15j symbol as usually defined in representation theory texts:
15j(jab, ja) ≡

j12 j23 j34 j45 j51
j35 j41 j52 j13 j25
j1 j2 j3 j4 j5
 (A18)
but rather
A(jab, ja) = 15jN(jab, ja) ≡
√∏
a
(2ja + 1) 15j(jab, ja). (A19)
APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTICS OF FUSION COEFFICIENTS WITH A SINGLE ZERO SPIN
When one of the four spins is zero, say j4, the fusion coefficients reduce, up to a sign, to
f˜ ii+i−(j1, j2, j3, 0) = ±δi+,j+3 δi−,j−3 δi,j3 9j(j1, j2, j3) , (B1)
where
9j(j1, j2, j3) ≡

j+1 j
+
3 j
+
2
j−1 j
−
3 j
−
2
j1 j3 jj2
 (B2)
is a Wigner 9j symbol. We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of (B1) for large spins. (For a numerical
approach, see [21].) The 9j-symbol with two degenerate columns can be written as [22]
a f c
b g d
a+ b h c+ d
 = (−1)f−g+a+b−(c+d)
(
f g h
a− c b− d −(a+ b− (c+ d))
)
× (B3)
×
√
(2a)!(2b)!(2c)!(2d)!(a+b+c+d−h)!(a+b+c+d+h+1)!
(2a+2b+1)!(2c+2d+1)!(a+c−f)!(a+c+f+1)!(b+d−g)!(b+d+g+1)! . (B4)
The degenerate 3j-symbol, in which the third spin is the sum of the first two can be derived easily from well-known
expressions for the 3j symbol [22]:(
f g f + g
m n −(m+ n)
)
= (−1)f−g+m+n
√
(2f)!(2g)!(f + g −m− n)!(f + g +m+ n)!
(1 + 2f + 2g)!(f −m)!(f +m)!(g − n)!(g + n)! . (B5)
We can use the representations (B3) and (B5) both for 0 ≤ γ < 1 and for γ > 1. This is because in the first case we
have j+ + j− = j; while in the second have j + j− = j+: in either case there is one entry which is given by the sum
of the others. Both in (B3) and (B5) some factorials are written in the form (1 + x)!; we substitute them with the
expression (1 + x)x! . Then, as we are interested in the large spin behavior, we apply Stirling’s approximation
x! ∼
√
2pix e−x+x log x
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to all factorials in the resulting expression. All factors coming from the exponential in the Stirling formula cancel out,
giving 1. The only contribution is provided by the monomials (1 + x) we factored out, and from
√
2pix in Stirling’s
expression. So we obtain easily the asymptotic expression
9j(j1, j2, j3) ∼ ±βγ
√
2
pi1/4
[
1√
j1 j2 j3 (j1 + j2 − j3)(j3 + j1 − j2)(j3 + j2 − j1)(j1 + j2 + j3)3
]1/2
(B6)
where
βγ =

(
1
1−γ2
)1/4 0 ≤ γ < 1(
1
γ2−1
)3/4
γ > 1
(B7)
Therefore the 9j Wigner symbols that appear in the fusion coefficients behave like j−9/4 for large spins. Accordingly
the fusion coefficients behave as
f ∼ 1
j3/4
, f˜ ∼ 1
j9/4
. (B8)
These are the asymptotic expressions used in the text.
